BIRLA VIDYA NIKETAN
Sarala Birla Group of Schools
Activity Report- January, 2016

EVENTS/ACTIVITIES
The school reopened on Jan 16, 2016 to better air quality, after the successful completion of the odd- even
formula adopted by the people of Delhi.

DATE

EVENT

DESCRIPTION

ATTENDED BY

Jan 23,
2016

The Literary Fest

A scintillating amalgamation of the world of
Parents, students and
literature was witnessed at Birla Vidya Niketan staff.
which organized their first Literature festival
within the school premises. There were
speaking activities such as declamation, on the
spot story narration and poetry narration and
artistic events such as bookmarks designing and
magazine making. Events such as treasure hunt
Cosplay, featuring different literary characters
from different genre were thoroughly enjoyed
by all. Students of class 7th enacted plays
based on Munshi Premchand's stories and class
10 staged a modern adaptation of
Shakespeare’s plays. The Mahabharata Quiz
involving the parents and the grandparents was
a major attraction of the day. Emminent author
Virendra Jain and Yogita Bhatia of Madhuban
Publications enlightened students.An
interactive session with esteemed authors like
Christopher C. Doyle and Devika Rangachari,
who have written ‘The Mahabharata Secret’
and ‘The Wit of Tenali Rama’ respectively,
mesmerized the audience with their wit and
depth of knowledge.

Jan 23,
2016

Class Cultural
Activity -VI

The theme of the activity was’ Patriotism In
Literature.’ The show commenced with the
chanting of ‘shlokas’ followed by the world
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Parents of students of
class VI

famous speeches of the illustrious leaders,
Abraham Lincoln and Sarojini Naidu. Paying a
tribute to the Pathankot Martyrs, a group of
students thereafter, recited poetry as a mark of
respect. A quiz was organized on the same
theme. Further showcasing this nationalistic
fervour was the dance performance by girls
dancing to the patriotic numbers. Next was the
play-‘ A PATRIOTIC PAEUN- wherein, the
audience witnessed the greatest of patriots the
nations have ever known- Rabindranath
Tagore, Abraham Lincoln, Chanakya, Queen
Elizabeth, Gandhi, Sarojini Naidu, Napolean
Bonaparte- come together, come alive, to
inspire. The show drew to a close with a
melodious rendition of the medley of Anthems
by the school choir which concluded on a Vote
of Thanks.
Jan 30,
2016







Club Fiesta

The 35 clubs came forward with their
presentations of the work done by them
throughout the session. The Fiesta comprised
exhibition of models, projects, art and craft,
music, dance, quiz and more which enthralled
the parents.

Parents and students

The pre-boards for class XII were held from Jan 9- Jan 21, 2016.
The PTI for classes XI and XII were held on Jan 23 and Jan 30, 2016, respectively.
Class XII had their Board Practical for various subjects.
The IV Cycle tests for classes IX and X and VI – VIII ended on Jan 18 and Jan 22, 2016, respectively.
The English and the French Olympiads were held on Jan 28, 2016. 225 students took the English
Olympiad and 165 students have taken the French Olympiad.
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WORKSHOPS
DATE

WORKSHOP

VENUE

Jan 4Jan
12,
2016

Science Exchange
Program to Japan

Saitama
University ,
Japan

The entire workshop dealt with the multi
joint robots, their mechanism, new kinds of
programs ranging from basic movements of
the robots to more sophisticated
communications both between two robots
and between a robot and a human. The
students prepared their own model
presentation after the workshop which was
much appreciated. A little visit to the tourist
attractions and market places helped the
students unwind.

Jan
17,
2016

Photography
Workshop

BVN

The experts from Canon Group apprised the
35 students from
participants about the minute details of
classes IX-XI
photography. They had hands on experience
of clicking pictures and learning how to make
it better. A continuation workshop on the
same would be organized in February. In all it
was an enriching experience for the students.

Jan
27,
2016

Health and fitness BVN
workshop
Resource
persons: Dr. Rajiv
Bhatt
Ms. Suparna
(Executive
Director, Blue
Circle Medi
Services))
Summer School
BVN
Programs

Jan
29,
2016

Resource Person:
representatives
from Canon

Resource Person:
Representative
from Oxford
University

DESCRIPTION

ATTENDED BY
Ayush Tomar ,
SaranjayMs.
Saleeja
Naskar(Tgt Eng)

The resource persons highlighted the need to
stay fit and the various ways in which one
could attain the same. The children were
asked a few questions which made the
workshop interactive.

Class X students

The resource persons apprised the students
with the summer school program, how to
apply and the benefits they would get out of
it. It was a good exposure for all the students
looking forward to admissions abroad.

40 students from
classes X and XI
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INTERSCHOOL COMPETITIONS
DATE

VENUE/ ORGANISER

DESCRIPTION

PARTICIPANTS/POSITIONS

Feb 1,2016

Select City Walk, New Delhi Art competition organized by Delhi
Police

1st prize : Jasmine Kaur of class 8th A
(Rs.5,100 + certificate)
Consolation prize : Himakshi Singh of
class 8th A (Rs.1,100 + certificate)

Jan 28, 2016

Environment Quiz on Clean
Fuel

Eco club students participated in the
quiz.
There were four teams of three
members each. Hammad , Tejas and
Ishan of team B won the quiz.

Ministry of Environment

The theme of the
quiz was Clean Fuel
with a tagline
’Indhan ho swach
to jan gan rahe
swasth’

A story ‘ The Girl with The Magic Ring’ written by Tripti Kriti of class VII D was published in the Jan, 2016
issue of The Children’s Magazine. She was awarded a cheque of Rs 500/- along with the copy of the
magazine by the Editor.

SOF Results (Qualified for 2nd Level)
Results of NCO which was held on Oct 8, 2015
S. No.

NAME

CLASS AWARD

STATE RANK

1

Pratik Pathak

11

Gold medal + Participation

84

2

Vinamra Parashar

08

Medal of excellence + Certificate of excellence

23

3

Mridul Chaturvedi

09

Participation certificate

45

4

Amul Thatai

08

Gold medal + participation certificate

56

5

Ayush Savar

06

Gold medal + participation certificate

68
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INTERSCHOOL COMPETITIONS (SPORTS)
DATE
Dec 4- Dec 6,
2015
Dec 21Dec23, 2015

VENUE/ ORGANISER

DESCRIPTION

NATIONALS
Shotokan Chidokan Karate
Federation (SCKFI), Goa
INTERSCHOOL
‘Jo Jeeta Wohi
Sikandar’Organised by
Gaur’s International School
At Gaur City Sports
Complex

Karate
championship
Badminton
Tournament

PARTICIPANTS/POSITIONS
Nupur Kapur –XII A
Siver Medal in Kata
Bronze Medal in Kumite
Sataksh Singh- VI B – I(Singles Boys U-13)
Vidushi Singh-VII E – I (Singles Girls U-13)

SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES
DATE
Jan 26, 2016

THEME
Republic Day

DESCRIPTION
The patriotic fervour was at its peak
when the flag was hoisted to the tunes
of our National Anthem. It was followed
by a brief speech on the importance of
this day. A round of quiz based on the
same theme was fired at the young
enthusiasts. A medley of patriotic songs
with heart thumping beats was
presented. The assembly concluded
with a dance rendition. Principal, Mrs.
Minakshi Kushwaha motivated the
students to think for the country before
themselves and follow the true patriotic
spirit.
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PARTICIPANTS
Students and staff

INTERACT CLUB (SOCIAL OUTREACH)
DATE
Jan 9- Jan 11, 2016

EVENT
RYLA

VENUE
Manav Rachna
University,
Faridabad

DESCRIPTION
6 students accompanied by Ms. Sumana
Ganguly attended the Rotary Youth Leadership
Assembly and came back wiser and more
confident of themselves. The three day
program kept the students busy and motivated
as they were introduced to many inspiring
speakers and given varied responsibilities as
well.

Jan 31, 2016

Cansupport
Walk for
Support

Jawaharlal
Nehru Stadium

55 students along with Ms. Meghna Vig walked
in support of cancer patients. The walk had
over 5000 people from different regions and
schools of Delhi. It was a 3 km walk. After 3
kilometres, the crowd stopped inside the
stadium where they were asked to collect their
refreshments and certificates. The national
anthem marked the end of the walk officially.

Astronomy Club
DATE
Jan 30, 2016

EVENT
Astronomy
preparation

DESCRIPTION
PARTICIPANTS
day The children prepared charts, scripts Club students
etc. to showcase their work .

BVN ANVESHIKA (INTERSCHOOL)
DATE

EVENT

VENUE

Jan 23,
2016

Anveshika
session for
students

Kendriya
Vidyalaya
Delhi Cantt
2

DESCRIPTION

Resource Persons: Smita Fangaria &
Sutapa LahaDe
The workshop was started by Ms. Sutapa with the
activities on force and pressure for class IX. The
rest of the session was devoted to activities on
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PARTICIPANTS
80 students of
classes IX and
X

light. Live demonstration of reflection, refraction,
dispersion with the help of lasers and other light
sources was thoroughly enjoyed by the
students.Optical fibres were made using plastic
pipes filled with water. Image formations with
various types of lenses were also shown and
discussed. Apart from the conventional glass
lenses, lenses were made by putting water,
glycerine and oil in polythene packets in which the
focal length could be varied by varying the
curvature. Spectrum using water prism made in a
square glass beaker enthralled the audience.
Students were mesmerized when they could see
the 3D effect in a 2D picture with simple colour
filters.
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